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An Inquiry into Self-Reflexion
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Mijnheer de Rector Magnificus,
leden van het College van Bestuur van de Universiteit van Amsterdam,
monsieur le Consul général de Suisse,
zeer gewaardeerde collega's en studenten,
ladies and gentlemen,
chers amis,

I. Images and Projection

It is a pleasure to speak in the Lutherse Kerk, a hallowed and beautiful place, but it is
not an easy task. For one thing, I shall not refer to revealed truth, but propose per-
sonal and tentative interpretations. In addition, my comments will be devoted to
images. In the Netherlands as in my native country, Switzerland, images were ex-
pelled from churches a long time ago, in a dramatic turn that has had long lasting
consequences. It comes therefore as no surprise that it is difficult to reintroduce im-
ages within these walls.

However, this is a Lutheran church, and Luther’s position in this matter was tol-
erant. According to him, images were neither good nor bad in themselves, but de-
pended on the use to which they were put, on the words employed to interpret
them. There is, on the predella of the main altar of the parish church of Wittenberg,
an image of Luther preaching, painted in 1539-47 by Hans Cranach’s studio. Luther
is pointing with his hand to Christ on the cross, a figure that does not represent a
crucifix but a mental image appearing to his audience as a result of the sermon.
Erhard Schön, a pupil of Dürer, visualized Luther’s point of view on images in a
pamphlet of c. 1530 (ill. 1). It shows on the left iconoclasts removing altarpieces
and statues from a church to store them away or burn them. In a text accompanying
the engraving, the images complain that they are being destroyed by the very same
men whom had turned them into idols in the first place, and who continue to sacri-
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fice to more powerful idols such as money, food, and lechery. We see indeed, in the
upper right corner, a rich man surrounded by a bag full of coins, two women, and a
waiter carrying wine. The object protruding from his eye alludes to the Biblical par-
able: he sees a mote in his neighbour’s eye but not the beam in his own. In other
words, he claims to detect a vice that is really his own, just as the iconoclasts attrib-
ute their own idolatry to the images.

To free images from the accusation of fostering idolatry, a greater control had to
be exerted upon them as well as upon the imagination. When in 1628 an anony-
mous print advertised the images of Roman Catholic priests miraculously discov-
ered in the core of an apple tree near Haarlem, Pieter Saenredam replied by demon-
strating that these were only chance images, due to a mistake in interpretation.1 He
made this point by giving a more accurate rendering of the exact shapes of the holes
in the wood, taking advantage of the move toward a greater objectivity in the depic-
tion of the exterior world typical of Dutch post-Reformation art. The time of an-
thropomorphic interpretations of nature, such as Joos de Momper’s paintings of the
four seasons, was over. In 1678, Samuel van Hoogstraeten rejected in his Introduction
to the Art of Painting the depiction of cloud images in favour of exact observation and
rendering: ‘One must also be zealous in observing properly the elegant grace of the
clouds, and how their scudding and form are in a certain proportion; for the artist’s
eye must also recognize things in their causes, and must be free of the stupid delu-
sions of the common people; as this verse puts it: It also happens, when the clouds
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Ill. 1: Erhard Schön, Complaint of the Poor Persecuted Idols and Liturgical Images...,
c. 1530, woodcut, 12.9 x 35 cm. Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg



gather or disperse, that the foolish take fright at images that they see in the sky as
signs of what is to happen. Undoubtedly, much that is wonderful may be perceived
in the welkin, whether the sky is stormy or whether the clouds tear apart, but to
make an animal or ship from them is a stupid delusion of the rabble, who, ignorant
of our art, are deceived by illusions; a painter has an eye better adapted for this; he
knows both colour and outline, as well as the light, and judges with more accurate
vision.’2

The idea that works of art are transparent windows opening on the world has
come since under heavy criticism. The idea that they are screens onto which we
project figures and meanings, on the other hand, has become ever more wide-
spread. It was expressed for instance in Marcel Duchamp’s dictum that ‘it is the on-
lookers who make the pictures’.3 The German art historian Werner Hofmann has
thus argued that it is Luther who laid the foundation for the modern aesthetics of
the beholder.4 But are works of art really passive screens of projection? Or do they
trigger a dialogue with the onlooker, the outcome of which depends on both?

II. Hidden and Potential Images

This is a question I want to discuss by using an example that originates chronologi-
cally from the middle of the nieuwste tijd, the period extending from the late eigh-
teenth century to the present to the study of which my chair is devoted. It is a mid-
dle-sized oil painting (ill. 2) known under two titles, Marine avec vache (‘Seascape
with Cow’) and Au-dessus du gouffre (‘Above the Abyss’).5 It was painted by Paul
Gauguin in Britanny, near Le Pouldu, in the late summer or early autumn of 1888.

The first impression made by this picture is puzzling. It is only progressively and
tentatively that one identifies the elements of representation. The outcome of this
process suggests that one stands at the edge of a cliff, looking down toward the sea.
Immediately below, there is a cow on the grass; to the left a big outcropping of rock;
at the top a ship; at the right another rock, with foaming water between the two. To
the right and in the lower right corner stand two orange areas, which may be inter-
preted as haystacks. This identification or ‘recognition’ is difficult and the result is
not quite satisfactory, as if things were still ‘moving’ or hesitating. This must corre-
spond to an intention on the part of the artist. It results from the unusual point of
view, the manipulation of perspective, and the treatment of colour and light. Going
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from the bottom of the canvas to its top, it is as if one was shifting from an almost
vertical gaze to an almost horizontal one. There is no atmospheric perspective and
the various areas are treated independently, like the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle.

A possible explanation for this treatment of the landscape is stylistic. Gauguin
gives us here his version of Cloisonnism, a style in which areas of bright colour are
enclosed in the manner of stained glass or cloisonné enamels. He downplays the role
of outlines but emphasizes the flatness of the surface. Seen in this way, Above the Abyss
is an early example of the ‘decorative’ understanding of painting and a step toward
abstraction.

But is this painting really a flat proto-abstraction? When we look at it, don’t we
also sense the sea, the abyss, the rocks, and maybe even more? I believe that by ‘ab-
stracting’ his depiction of natural forms, Gauguin did not reject their representa-
tional capacity but rather opened it up to other possibilities. If we look at the paint-
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Ill. 2: Paul Gauguin, Seascape with Cow or Above the Abyss, 1888, oil on canvas,
72.5 x 61 cm. Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Paris



ing in this way, then it starts to ‘move’ and to change again. In the cliff area on the
left, we notice darker brushstrokes that suggest an eye and a muzzle, so that the rock
becomes an animal head. It has a bovine aspect and echoes the cow’s head at the bot-
tom. The jagged outline of the other rock can be interpreted as a human profile with
an open mouth, the upper lip emphasized by reddish brushstrokes. The dark face
and the nose have a monstrous and menacing quality, like that of a giant or an ogre.
The orange stacks of hay (or buck wheat) could be seen as its whiskers and beard.

This zoomorphic and anthropomorphic reading is not limited to details of the
picture. Instead, it contributes to the dynamics of the composition. There is a binary
opposition between the animal and peaceful expression of the rock on the left, look-
ing downward like the cow to which it points, and the human and aggressive expres-
sion of the rock on the right, which is turned upward like the ship that comes out of
its forehead. But what about the centre of this strange drama, the area situated be-
tween the two rocks? If we see it as a figure rather than as ground, an even more dra-
matic metamorphosis takes place and we can detect in it another human profile
turned to the right.

Maybe this is going further than you are ready to follow me, and you are thinking
that a work of art can indeed be a screen of projection. I have remained myself very
cautious about this observation until I came upon a photograph of Gauguin taken in
Pont-Aven in August 1888, not long before he painted our picture, and which he
gave to his family, to friends and colleagues.6 The similarity in the outline of the face
is so strong that it leaves in my opinion no doubt that the hidden head was at least
partly intended by the artist. In addition, it shows that this is not any head: we are
dealing with a self-portrait in the guise of a landscape.

This may seem exceedingly strange, but it is not totally unprecedented. The
heads in the rocks on both sides can be related to the long tradition of anthropomor-
phic landscapes, such as those by Joos de Momper.7 The head in the water, on the
other hand, is a negative form shaped by the surrounding figures. One can find ante-
cedents for this in Romantic art, for instance in a lithograph published in England
around 1830 and entitled The Spirit of Byron in the Isles of Greece.8 The poet’s head and
neck can be recognized in a portion of the sea and the sky, delineated by the outline
of rocks and by branches and leaves. His effigy seems to appear to a figure seated on
the left, who may be mourning Byron’s recent death, and its emerging from the
landscape makes it become one with nature and the political cause Byron had em-
braced. Closer to Gauguin’s time and again in the field of popular images, we find
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striking analogies in what was called in French images-devinettes, in German
Vexierbilder and in Dutch zoekplaatjes. In these inexpensive and widely circulated
prints, the spectator was invited to discover concealed figures mentioned by a cap-
tion. Rocks, branches and negative space provided the favourite devices for this
concealment. A drawing published in 1878 in the Parisian journal La Question (ill. 3)
shows the heads of two men facing each other while its caption suggests: cherchez
leurs femmes! The two female profiles, one of them upside-down, can be found in the
blank space between the male ones, creating an oscillation similar to that between
the painter’s profile and the anthropomorphic rock in Gauguin’s painting. An un-
dated image-devinette, published by the Imagerie Pellerin at Epinal, comes closer
iconographically to Above the Abyss.9 It shows two young boys hiding in a hollow from
two ogres, one of whom can be discovered in the sky, the other in the rock; they are
inverted left to right and one becomes a ground when the other becomes a figure,
again like the self-portrait and the ‘ogre’ in our picture.
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Ill. 3: Look for their Wives! Anonymous image-devinette from La Question,
no. 4 (1878). Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum, New Brunswick, NJ

(Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey)



However, this is imagery, meant for play and especially for children, apparently
very far from the serious art of an ambitious painter like Gauguin – or maybe not so
distant? I want to argue that far from being an isolated accident in Gauguin’s pro-
duction, this head in a landscape is part of a continuing tendency that can be ex-
plained by the artist’s interest in the mental and imaginative dimension of visual
perception.

This tendency is present in Gauguin’s art from the start. In his early pictures of
his sleeping daughter and son (La petite rêve, 1881, Copenhagen, Ordrupgaard
Sammlungen; L’enfant endormi, 1884, Josefowitz collection), the inner world of the
children’s dreams is evoked by the patterns of the wallpaper. The Vision of the Sermon
(Edinburgh, National Gallery of Scotland), painted in the summer of 1888 in
Pont-Aven, is a manifesto of this move from outer to inner perception. Gauguin
wrote to Vincent van Gogh that for him ‘in this picture the landscape and the wres-
tling [of Jacob with the angel] exist only in the imagination of the praying people as a
result of the sermon’.10 There is a striking parallel between this representational
structure and the image of Luther pointing to Christ that I mentioned at the begin-
ning. Observing a formal analogy between the silhouette of the two wrestlers and
that of the cow on the left of the tree, Marc Roskill has ingeniously suggested that
for Gauguin, the parishioners could have mistaken the animal for the characters of
the story they had just heard.11

Gauguin was indeed convinced of the artistic interest of misperception and am-
biguity. The landscape of Britanny and especially the rocks of the coast must have in-
terested him, among other reasons, because of the accidental images that could be
perceived in them. In his 1889 picture The Flageolet-Player on the Cliff, one notices
strange rock shapes in the upper part of the centre, with a sort of outcropping that
seems to lean on the edge of the cliff.12 If one compares them with a motif on which
Gauguin worked in the summer of 1888, that of the upper body of a Breton woman
sleeping in the hay, one can suppose that the painter either recognized similar shapes
in the cliff or transformed a scene with a human figure into a portion of landscape.13

However, he refrained from making this allusion explicit. In this regard, his ap-
proach differs markedly from that of the commercial artists who designed the im-
ages-devinettes, who had to define what figures they concealed in their images and to
help their users find them with verbal clues. In Gauguin’s case, the final painting is
true to the process of its elaboration and the spectator adopts a similar position to
that of the artist concentrating on an ambiguous aspect of nature or on the emer-
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gence of shapes on his canvas. The forms that the onlooker selects and recognizes
remain what I propose to call ‘potential images’: they depend on one’s subjectivity
and make one realize that seeing means interpreting.

If we now agree that Gauguin may have intentionally included intimations of
heads in Above the Abyss, it is intriguing to note that no one seems ever to have noticed
them. Yet a look at works created shortly afterwards by artists closely associated
with Gauguin shows that they were aware of his example and took advantage of it. In
his Landscape of Le Pouldu of c. 1890 (Quimper, Musée des Beaux-Arts), Charles
Filiger manipulated the perspective and emphasized flatness so as to make us mis-
take the sea for the sky; a wood on the left resembles clouds and an oversized tree
has distinct physiognomic qualities.14 Georges Lacombe’s Vorhor,Grey Wave (ill. 4) of
1893-94 is clearly indebted to Gauguin’s painting. The narrow stretch of sea be-
tween the rocks gives an ornamental interpretation of foam and has a strong ten-
dency to turn into a positive figure. It does not seem to form a double image, but the
rocks clearly harbour many faces. Degas himself was thrilled when he saw the new
Breton paintings by Gauguin that Theo van Gogh showed in Paris. Around 1890, he
began making pastel landscapes several of which include anthropomorphic ele-
ments. In Steep Coast (Jan and Marie-Anne Krugier-Poniatowski Collection), the fig-
ure of a nude woman with her hair being combed has been turned on the side and
transformed into a hilly coast.15

Degas later explained that rather than ‘copying what one sees’, the artist should
resort to ‘a transformation in which imagination and memory work together’ and
free themselves ‘from the tyranny of nature’.16 In August 1888, Gauguin had writ-
ten to Emile Schuffenecker: ‘A piece of advice: do not paint too much after nature.
Art is an abstraction extract it from nature by dreaming in front of her and think
rather of the creation that will result from it, it is the only way of rising toward God
by making like our Divine Master, creating’.17 The debate about the respective mer-
its of observation, imitation, memory and imagination reached a critical climax in
the two months of creative confrontation that Gauguin spent in Arles with Vincent
van Gogh imediately after his stay in Britanny.18 Potential images also played a part in
this discussion. In Arlésiennes (Mistral) (Art Institute of Chicago), painted in mid-No-
vember, Gauguin hinted at a face in the ostentatious bush painted in the lower left
corner.19 The work was a response to Vincent’s pictures of the ‘Garden of the Poet’,
as he called the public garden visible from their windows. Gauguin’s face in the bush
may have been meant to reveal the element of projection present in van Gogh’s fas-
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cination with the same spherical untrimmed bush.20 Seen in this context, another
painting takes an extraordinary resonance, the Portrait of Gauguin whose attribution
to van Gogh has been recently confirmed by technical analysis (ill. 7).21 Douglas
Druick and Peter Zegers date it from the first days of December 1889 and suppose
that it must have been painted from a ‘covert examination’ of Gauguin at work and
from his photographic portrait taken in Britanny. But this painted profile shows an
even greater resemblance to the self-portrait of Above the Abyss than the photograph
does, especially in the uplifted direction, the accentuated arch of the nose, and the
protuberance of the beret. The exact relationship between the two pictures remains
to be clarified, but Vincent’s rather awkward painting is clearly one of those in
which he tried to follow Gauguin’s advice to free himself from the ‘tyranny of na-
ture’ and to work primarily from memory and imagination.

This move away from Realism and Impressionism toward Symbolism took place
in the late 1880s and early 1890s on an international level. In 1894, for example,
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Ill. 4: Georges Lacombe, Vorhor, Grey Wave, 1893-94, egg tempera on canvas, 81
x 61 cm. Musée Municipal, Brest



Johan Thorn Prikker combined in his large drawing Moine épique (Utrecht, Centraal
Museum) inspiration from a poem by Emile Verhaeren and the observation of a
quarry near Visé in Belgium.22 One notices a kneeling monk in the lower right cor-
ner of this work, but another, gigantic figure of monk holding a cross emerges from
the rock as the eye explores its meanders of lines. In the same year, the Swedish play-
wright August Strindberg experimented with painting in Austria. He then came to
Paris, met Gauguin and published an essay in which he advocated the use of chance
in art, comparing the experience of misperceiving an ambiguous object in the
woods with the enjoyment of modernist paintings. He further described the cre-
ation of his own picture Wonderland (Stockholm, Nationalmuseum) as a process in
which shapes appeared despite his intentions rather than because of them, leading to
different interpretations according to the various beholders and their changing
moods.23

This interest in the mental, subjective and temporal character of vision was not
restricted to artists. In fact, it can be connected to contemporary research on per-
ception and psychic life. In his 1883 Inquiries into the Human Faculty and its Develop-
ment, the British physiologist and psychologist Francis Galton observed that mental
images are subject to continuous transformations based on formal and semantic
analogies. Three years later, the German physicist and philosopher Ernst Mach used
an ornamental pattern to demonstrate the reversibility of figure and ground in Con-
tributions to the Analysis of Sensations (ill. 5).24 Aestheticians and psychologists men-
tioned the images-devinettes as evidence of the mental, active and projective dimen-
sion of perception. In 1899, the American Joseph Jastrow reproduced in an article
entitled ‘The Mind’s Eye’ a cartoon that can be read alternatively as a rabbit or a
duck.25 But the most influential psychological application of visual ambiguity was
published in 1921, posthumously, by the Swiss physician and psychoanalyst
Hermann Rorschach in his Psychodiagnostics, which used the interpretation of acci-
dental shapes to analyse the interpreter.26 Artists were often aware of such research,
but it does not mean that their pursuits were an application of scientific models. I
rather think that they contributed with their own means to the exploration and un-
derstanding of sensory and psychic life.
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III. Above the Abyss

So far, I have discussed Gauguin’s picture as a reflection on the act of seeing and of
painting. But it is also a self-portrait, and as such, it can find place in a series of rep-
resentations of man and especially of the artist confronting the sea, such as
Friedrich’s Monk by the Sea of 1808-10 (Berlin, Schloß Charlottenburg) and
Courbet’s The Seaside at Palavas of 1854 (Montpellier, Musée Fabre) (ill. 6). These
paintings tend to contrast man and nature in terms of the subjective and the objec-
tive, the finite and the infinite. In Courbet’s self-portrait, the sea has found its equal
in the artist’s self-confidence. Gauguin had probably seen this picture when he vis-
ited the Musée Fabre in 1884 and he seems to have engaged in a relation of creative
emulation with Courbet. His Bonjour M. Gauguin (Prague, Narodni Galerie) re-
sponded in 1889 to another painting in the Musée Fabre, The Meeting or Bonjour M.
Courbet (1854). It replaced the statement of proud independence of the older
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Ill. 5: Drawing exemplifying the reversibility of ground and figure in Ernst Mach,
Beiträge zur Analyse der Empfindungen (Jena, 1886)



painter, shown greeted on equal terms by his patron Bruyas, by an expression of the
alienation of the artist, separated by a wooden fence from an anonymous peasant
woman. But Gauguin also shared Courbet’s sense of a mission to accomplish and his
ability to manipulate his public persona. One can observe it in their common predi-
lection for the pure profile, the profil de médaille. Courbet was proud of his ‘Assyr-
ian’ bearded profile and caricaturists often took advantage of it. Gauguin was proud
of his ‘Inca’ profile, highlightened for instance in his 1894-95 self-portrait Oviri,
‘the savage’ (private collection). It pointed to his descent from a Peruvian nobleman
by way of his grandmother, the famous feminist Flora Tristan, and thus related him
to a non-Western, ‘primitive’ origin.

At the beginning of 1889, Gauguin dramatized this origin in his Self-Portrait Jug
(Copenhagen, Kunstindustriemuseet), recalling Pre-Columbian artefacts from
Peru. The red glaze flowing down the jug emphasizes its resemblance to a severed
head, a theme to which Gauguin would return in the 1892 painting Arii matamoe
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Ill. 6: Gustave Courbet, The Seaside at Palavas, 1854, oil on canvas, 27 x 46 cm.
Musée Fabre, Montpellier



(Royal End) (private collection). In a letter to Daniel de Monfreid, Gauguin ex-
plained that he had found the severed head of this painting in a wooden plank and
added: ‘When marble or wood draw a head for you, it is quite tempting to steal it’.27

Did the heads in Above the Abyss also originate in chance images? Since there is no
sketch or study preserved for this painting and no documentary reference to its gen-
esis, we are left with hypotheses. Given the advice that Gauguin gave to
Schuffenecker at the time he painted this picture, we can assume that he did so from
memory and imagination rather than sur le motif. Gauguin may have observed acci-
dental shapes of heads in Porsac’h, but he will probably have selected and trans-
formed them to be included in this composition. The anthropomorphic interpreta-
tion of rocks has a long history, documented for instance in place-names, and it was
very much alive at the end of the nineteenth century. In 1899, the popular scientific
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Ill. 7: Vincent van Gogh, Paul Gauguin (Man in a Red Beret), 1888, oil on jute, 37 x
33 cm. Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam (Vincent van Gogh Foundation)



journal La Nature thus devoted an illustrated article to a rock observed on the coast
of Normandy (ill. 8), which was supposed to resemble the profile of the king of the
Belgians Leopold II.28 A similar observation may have served as a basis for the two
rocks in Above the Abyss, but it is strange that Gauguin, who was fond of repeating
motifs, did not reuse it elsewhere. Such an origin is even less probable in the case of
the head in the sea, because other visual data would have interfered with the percep-
tion of a negative outline, which requires the flatness of the picture to become obvi-
ous. There remains the possibility that some of the heads appeared accidentally on
the canvas itself, during the painting process. But I regard it as little convincing, be-
cause of the strong self-reflexive dimension of this work.

The closest antecedent for this self-portrait in the sea is to be found in poetry
rather than in painting. In L'Homme et la Mer, a poem of 1852 included in Les Fleurs du
Mal, Baudelaire defined the sea as an image of humankind: ‘Free man, you will al-
ways cherish the sea! / The sea is your mirror; you contemplate your soul / in the
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Ill. 8: Rock Outcrop Representing a Human Profile, wood engraving
(after a photograph) in La Nature, 1899



infinite rolling of its waves, / And your spirit is no less bitter an abyss. // […] Both
of you are obscure and reserved: Man, no one has ever sounded the bottom of your
abyss; / O sea, no one knows your intimate treasures, so jealous are you both of
keeping your secrets!’29 Baudelaire was an important source for Gauguin and a cru-
cial link between Romanticism and the Symbolist generation. In his review of the
Salon of 1859, he had opposed two artistic camps and formulated with great clarity
what would be at stake in Gauguin’s criticism of imitation: ‘the artist from one
camp, who calls himself realist […], and whom we shall call positivist to better char-
acterise his error, declares: “I wish to depict things as they are, or as they would be
without me existing.” The universe without man. The artist from the other camp,
the imaginative one, proclaims: “I wish to illuminate things with my own mind and
project its reflection onto other minds.”’30 Gauguin's painting demonstrates pre-
cisely that ‘the universe without man’ is a fiction and that the observer is present at
the heart of what he or she observes. The reason given by Baudelaire for man’s re-
semblance with the sea, their common love of secret, can even help account for the
fact that the painter’s self-portrait is hidden.

I have mentioned at the beginning that Gauguin’s painting is known under two
titles. Marine avec vache appears in a list of pictures that he had left at the Galerie
Boussod et Valadon, Au-dessus du gouffre in the catalogue of the auction he organized
in February 1891 before his departure for Tahiti. It seems to me obvious that the
first one is only a mnemonic description, while Au-dessus du gouffre is a real title. It
can imply a reference to Baudelaire’s poem, which uses the word gouffre to define
both the sea and the human mind. Seen in this light, Gauguin’s abyss becomes a met-
aphor of man’s interiority and ‘above the abyss’ defines the artist’s position of
self-inquiry and self-reflexivity. With or without a reference to Baudelaire, it is a ti-
tle that lends itself to an amplification of this kind and attests Gauguin’s full aware-
ness of what he was doing in this ‘metapicture’.31

The literal sense of Au-dessus du gouffre is also relevant. It refers to the viewer’s
position at the edge of the cliff and evokes the physical and psychic sense of danger,
the vertigo that such a position implies. We find something similar in a painting of c.
1818 by Caspar David Friedrich, The White Cliffs of Rügen (Winterthur, Reinhart
Stiftung). A young man stands looking at the sea, while a seated woman points to the
rocks and an older man is shown crouching at the edge of the cliff. The physical risks
of falling and of drowning are very present on the coast of Brittany. Not far from Le
Pouldu is the Baie des Trépassés, the Bay of the Trespassed, famous for its ship-
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wrecks and for the corpses that the sea brings back to the shore. Gauguin referred to
the danger of drowning in two 1889 prints both entitled The Dramas of the Sea. One
of them shows three Breton women at the edge of a cliff, praying for sailors at sea or
for their souls. The other one makes a sort of cut through the sea, in which a sailor is
shown struggling against waves that look like hands. It has been related to Edgar
Allan Poe’s short story A Descent into the Maelström, but I believe it has a more impor-
tant connexion with Victor Hugo’s novel Les Travailleurs de la mer (1866). The first
exhibition of Hugo’s graphic works had taken place at the beginning of 1888 in Paris
and a reproduction of his drawings for Les Travailleurs de la mer had been published in
1882. The illuminated title page connects the sea, the self and death in a singular
way: rather than a profile concealed in the deep, it shows the writer’s name sliding
down toward the abyss.32

In order to interpret fully Gauguin’s secret self-portrait, we must now take a
new look at the painting’s composition. The hidden profile appears at the focal
point of two axes. The horizontal axis opposes the placid animal head to the menac-
ing human or monstrous one, the vertical axis opposes the cow to the ship. We have
seen that the animal head looks down toward the cow and the earth, while the
‘ogre’s’ head looks up toward the ship and the sea. Gauguin’s head rests against the
animal and is threatened by the monster. But it escapes from the ogre’s attempt to
swallow it because, thanks to the perceptive logic of the figure/ground reversal,
one stops to see the monster as soon as one sees the artist’s head. Along the vertical
axis, the head is torn between the cow and the ship, or it connects them, or it moves
from the cow to the ship. The two figures establish thus the poles of a tension and I
think that they stand for something beyond themselves. The cow belongs to the
earth that it feeds from, to the mainland, it can stand for roots and stability. It can
also stand for the landscape painter working out of doors, who plants his easel in the
grass, absorbs the spectacle around him and gives it back on the canvas. Such an as-
sociation is less far-fetched than it seems: in the passage of his Salon of 1859 devoted
to landscape, Baudelaire complained that painters had stopped to include ruins in
their compositions and wrote jokingly: ‘Nos paysagistes sont des animaux beaucoup
trop herbivores’ (our landscape painters are animals who feed too much on grass).33

The ship sailing toward the open sea clearly stands for departure, adventure and
freedom. For Gauguin, it must have had autobiographical connotations since he had
trained as a naval officer in his youth, had sailed to Martinique in 1887 and would
leave for Tahiti in 1891. On the level of the art theoretical opposition between imi-
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tation and imagination, the ship can easily stand for the latter. Whereas the cow is
situated below the elongated neck of the artist’s effigy, the ship is placed above its
forehead, seat of the intellect. In addition, the prow of the ship is bordered with the
foam of which the head is mostly made, a fact that connects the head with imagina-
tion. Foam is immaterial and resembles clouds, an analogy that Gauguin deliber-
ately emphasized in La plage du Pouldu (Buenos Aires, private collection), painted in
the autumn of 1889.

In Above the Abyss, the foam is especially concentrated in the head’s protuberance,
which looks a bit like a horn. This, again, can refer to the imagination, which in
Baudelaire’s conception and for the Symbolists was meant to transcend the limits of
the individual and connect the microcosm with the macrocosm. But one also finds
two horns on the head of Père Paillard (‘Libidinous Father’) (Washington, National
Gallery of Art), a wooden statue that was part of Gauguin’s last house on the
Marquesas Islands, the Maison du Jouir. This motif may thus also possess a sexual di-
mension, which could easily be reconciled with that of the transcendent imagina-
tion. We have seen that by discovering – or projecting – an image of the observer in
the observed world, Above the Abyss questions the epistemological relationship be-
tween subject and object. In addition, the border separating this image of the sub-
ject (the painter’s profile) from the outside world (the sea) is shown to be porous
and transitory: in a picture that makes no attempt at dealing with instantaneity, it is
the only part that suggests a fleeting moment. Framed by the rocks and open to the
sea, the image of the subject is lost at the moment when it is found. Compared with
Gauguin’s other self-portraits, this one is exceptional in being not only secret but
also self-effacing. It is a self-portrait in potentia, waiting for a sympathetic gaze to be
actualised, and a self-portrait in absentia, defined negatively by the surrounding ele-
ments. More than the fear to be drowned, it may actually express a desire to lose
one’s boundaries and to dissolve oneself.

This desire corresponds to what Sigmund Freud would call the ‘oceanic feeling’
and to his interpretation of water as a metaphor of the unconscious.34 A similar wish
was be expressed by Odilon Redon in 1898, in an autobiographical text in which he
wished he had been born on the ocean, ‘in a place without a homeland, on an
abyss’.35 Redon’s art had helped Gauguin formulate his understanding of the artistic
value of misperception, and in his last years, Gauguin made several allusions to the
older artist’s work. In his 1901 Sunflowers on a Chair (St Petersburg, State Hermitage
Museum), he combined a reference to van Gogh, by way of the sunflowers, and to
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Redon, by way of a flower endowed with an eye, which recalls for instance Redon’s
1883 lithograph Il y eut peut-être une vision première essayée dans la fleur (‘There Was
Perhaps a First Vision Attempted in the Flower’). In Gauguin’s painting, the flower
does not look upward but stares at the viewer: the picture returns our gaze. In a sort
of indirect response and as an homage after Gauguin’s death in 1903, Redon painted
a portrait of him, Le profil noir (Paris, Musée d’Orsay), in which the ‘primitive’ pro-
file of the deceased floats in an indeterminate world of floral fantasy.

Redon is the artist who first brought me to the Netherlands, some twenty years
ago, following the tracks of the positive reception he had obtained in this country.
Since thanks are part of an inaugural lecture, let me first express my gratitude to
May Crommelin and to her late husband, Samuel Crommelin, of whom I wish he
could have been here today. Together, they offered me the most generous and disin-
terested hospitality when I came to study the collection and the archives they had
inherited from André Bonger. The archives are now housed in the Rijksprenten-
kabinet and the works will soon be all in the Van Gogh Museum, where they will
complement Vincent’s work in the most interesting fashion. This is one of the rea-
sons why I came to teach in Amsterdam.

Ik dank het College van Bestuur voor mijn benoeming, en de benoemingscommissie, onder
leiding van de voorzitter van de afdeling Kunst- en cultuurwetenschappen, Bram Kempers,
alsmede de Decaan van de Faculteit der Geesteswetenschappen,Karel van der Toorn,voor het in
mij gestelde vertrouwen. Ik wil ook mijn voorganger, Evert van Uitert, voor zijn hartelijke
ontvangst bedanken.

In relation to the topic that I have chosen for this lecture, and to which I shall
now briefly return, I also want to thank Andreas Blühm, who by bringing van
Gogh’s portrait of Gauguin to my attention encouraged me to trust my eyes and
delve more deeply into Above the Abyss. It seems to me that by discussing this picture
at length today, I have not stopped dealing with the theoretical issues I raised at the
start. In front of such a picture, the position of the art historian is not essentially dif-
ferent from that of the beholder, and from that of the artist in front of nature accord-
ing to Gauguin. Of course, the historian makes claims to the intersubjective validity
of his or her observations, which must be tested, enriched and refined, as I have
tried to do, by taking into account the artist’s statements, the reception of the work,
comparisons with other works and other aspects of the cultural and historical con-
text. But he or she must also acknowledge the inevitable and fruitful subjectivity of
perception, recognize that interpreting begins with seeing itself. This means that
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one must take risks and, to use our painting’s metaphor, be ready to take to the sea.
Coming back to my initial question, Above the Abyss shows that we do give to the pic-
ture, but that the picture gives to us too. It initiates a dialogue, suggests paths and di-
rections that we must take up and develop further. Baudelaire’s criticism of positiv-
ism has not lost its edge: there is no such thing as ‘l'univers sans l'homme’, especially
when it comes to the study of art and of culture.

A historical thread has been running through this lecture that I cannot develop
fully. But I want to suggest that the relevance of fin-de-siècle artistic experiments
like Above the Abyss has increased in the last decades. Beyond the cultural arena, one
can compare them with recent research in the cognitive sciences. Stephen Kosslyn
and Olivier Koenig, for instance, consider that the identification of an object is
made by confronting the visual stimuli with information contained in associative or
semantic memory, and thus amounts to an interpretation.36 This process takes more
time and can become conscious if the object is partly hidden, unfamiliar or ambigu-
ous, leading to a fluctuation between competing identifications – which is exactly
what a painting like Above the Abyss does. In the visual arts, such experiments, which
had been marginalized by the opposition between abstraction and representation
during the first half of the twentieth century, have multiplied again since the 1960s.
It is for instance revealing that in a work like Jasper Johns’s 1986 Spring (private col-
lection), which includes the allusive self-portrait of a shadow silhouette, we find
double images playing on the figure/ground reversibility and even recognize the
late nineteenth century duck/rabbit. In his 1993 series of photographs Equivalents, a
younger artist like the Brazilian-born Vik Muniz does not consider that making
from clouds ‘an animal or a ship’ – or, in his case, a snail, a kitten, a rower, a teapot,
or Dürer’s praying hands – is ‘a stupid delusion of the rabble’. On the contrary, he
defines it as a ‘meta-illusion’ that ‘exchanges the experience of the object for the
experience of vision itself’.37

One could easily multiply the examples, including in the ‘new media’ of video
and digital images, but I would like to conclude with two works by Markus Raetz, a
fellow-countryman who lived from 1969 to 1973 in Amsterdam. The following
year, he made in a sketchbook a drawing (ill. 9) that evokes Redon and visualises the
dynamics of perception and projection. It is also a ‘meta-image’, as its title makes
clear: What You See Is What You Are. And in 1985, Raetz hinted at his stay in the Neth-
erlands by spelling in the Dutch way the title of his object Zeemansblik (‘Sailor’s
Look’), with a Z and a K. If we look at it from the front, it is as if we were watching
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the sea and the sky through binoculars, and the image appears straightforward
enough. But it changes with the light and with our position, because it is made of a
simple piece of sheet-zinc slightly folded: it is not the universe without man, but the
projection of a reflection onto other eyes and minds.

I thank you for your attention.
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Ill. 9: Markus Raetz, Was Du siehst, bist Du selbst (‘What you see, is what you
are’), leaf from a notebook (dated 28 October 1974), pencil on paper, 11.7 x

15,8 cm. Collection of the artist
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